31 January, 14.00 - 15.15
Room E, WTO Headquarters

**Speaker:** Professor Paola Conconi

**Topic:** *Do Rules of Origin hurt third countries?*

Rules of Origin are a common ingredient of Regional Trade Agreements but their effects on trade patterns are poorly understood. Professor Conconi will present unique and novel findings on this relationship. In particular, she will show how Rules of Origin affect imports of intermediate goods from third countries and discuss the potential implications of her findings with respect to the WTO agreements.

Paola Conconi is Professor of Economics at the Université Libre de Bruxelles and Visiting Professor at the London School of Economics and Political Science. She is also Director of the CEPR Research Network on Global Value Chains, Trade and Development. Her main research interests are in international trade, firm organization, and political economy. She holds a PhD in Economics from the University of Warwick and has published in several leading journals including the Review of Economic Studies, the Journal of Political Economy, and the Journal of International Economics.

**The ERSD Policy Lecture Series**

As part of the WTO Trade Dialogues, the Economic Research and Statistics Division regularly invites leading technical experts to share their insights into important economic and policy developments with WTO Members and the broader trade community. Recordings and presentations of past lectures are available on the Trade Dialogues website.

**Attendance**

If you do not already have WTO accreditation, registration is required by sending an email to economicresearchandstatisticsevents@wto.org at least 48 hours before the relevant lecture stating your name and affiliation. Participants without WTO accreditation need to go to the Welcome Pavilion where a badge will be delivered against a passport or an official identity card. Please allow yourself an extra 15 minutes for completion of security and registration procedures.